Given the peculiar structure of songs, applying generic text summarization methods to lyrics can lead to the generation of highly redundant and incoherent text. In this paper, we propose to enhance state-of-the-art text summarization approaches with a method inspired by audio thumbnailing. Instead of searching for the thumbnail clues in the audio of the song, we identify equivalent clues in the lyrics. We then show how these summaries that take into account the audio nature of the lyrics outperform the generic methods according to both an automatic evaluation and human judgments.
Introduction
Automatic text summarization is the task of producing a concise and fluent summary while preserving key information content and overall meaning of a text (Allahyari et al., 2017) . Numerous approaches have been developed to address this task and applied widely in various domains including news articles (Cheng and Lapata, 2016) , scientific papers (Mei and Zhai, 2008) , web content as blogs (Hu et al., 2007) , customer reviews (Pecar, 2018) and social media messages (He and Duan, 2018) . Just as we may need to summarize a story, we may also need to summarize song lyrics, for instance to produce adequate snippets for a search engine dedicated to an online song collection or for music digital libraries. From a linguistic point of view however, lyrics are a very peculiar genre of document and generic summarization methods may not be appropriate when the input for summarization comes from a specific domain or type of genre as songs are (Nenkova et al., 2011) . Compared to news documents, for instance, lyrics have a very different structure. Given the repeating forms, peculiar structure (e.g. the segmentation into verse, chorus, etc.) and other unique characteristics of song lyrics, we need the summariza-tion algorithms to take advantage of these additional elements to more accurately identify relevant information in song lyrics. But just as such characteristics enable the exploration of new approaches, other characteristics make the application of summarization algorithms very challenging, as the presence of repeated lines, the discourse structure that strongly depends on the interrelation of music and words in the melody composition, the heterogeneity of musical genres each featuring peculiar styles and wording (Brackett, 1995) , and simply the fact that not all songs tell a story.
In this direction, this paper focuses on the following research questions: What is the impact of the context in summarizing song lyrics?. This question is broken down into two sub questions: 1) How do generic text summarization methods perform over lyrics? and 2) Can such peculiar context be leveraged to identify relevant sentences to improve song text summarization? To answer our research questions, we experiment with generic unsupervised state-of-the-art text summarization methods (i.e. TextRank, and a topic distribution based method) to perform lyrics summarization, and show that adding contextual information helps such models to produce better summaries. Specifically, we enhance text summarization approaches with a method inspired by audio thumbnailing techniques, that leverages the repetitive structure of song texts to improve summaries. We show how summaries that take into account the audio nature of the lyrics outperform the generic methods according to both an automatic evaluation over 50k lyrics, and judgments of 26 human subjects.
In the following, Section 2 reports on related work. Section 3 presents the lyrics summarization task and the proposed methods. Sections 4 and 5 report on the experiments and on the evaluation, respectively. Section 6 concludes the paper.
2 Summarization Methods
This section reports on the related work on both text and audio summarization methods.
Text Summarization
In the literature, there are two different families of approaches for automatic text summarization: extraction and abstraction (Allahyari et al., 2017) . Extractive summarization methods identify important elements of the text and generate them verbatim (they depend only on extraction of sentences or words from the original text). In contrast, abstractive summarization methods interpret and examine the text to generate a new shorter text that conveys the most critical information from the original text. Even though summaries created by humans are usually not extractive, most of the summarization research has focused on extractive methods. Purely extractive summaries often give better results (Nallapati et al., 2016) , due to the fact that latter methods cope with more complex problems such as semantic representation, inference and natural language generation. Existing abstractive summarizers often rely on an extractive pre-processing component to produce the abstract of the text (Berg-Kirkpatrick et al., 2011; Knight and Marcu, 2000) . Consequently, in this paper we focus on extractive summarization methods, also given the fact that lyrics i) strongly use figurative language which makes abstractive summarization even more challenging; and ii) the choice of the words by the composer may also have an importance for capturing the style of the song.
In the following, we focus on unsupervised methods for text summarization, the ones targeted in our study (no available gold-standard of humanproduced summaries of song texts exists). Most methods have in common the process for summary generation: given a text, the importance of each sentence of that text is determined. Then, the sentences with highest importance are selected to form a summary. The ways different summarizers determine the importance of each sentence may differ: Statistics-based summarizers extract indicator features from each sentence, e.g. (Fattah and Ren, 2009 ) use among others the sentence position and length and named entities as features. Topicbased summarizers aim to represent each sentence by its underlying topics. For instance, (Hennig, 2009) apply Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis, while Latent Dirichlet Allocation is used in (Arora and Ravindran, 2008) to model each sentence's distribution over latent topics. Another type of summarization methods is graph-based summarizers. Three of the most popular graphbased summarizers are TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) , LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) , and . These methods work by constructing a graph whose nodes are sentences and whose graph edge weights are sentence similarities. Then, the sentences that are central to the graph are found by computing the PageRank (Page et al., 1999) . Contrarily to all previously described methods, systems using supervised machine learning form another type of summarizers. For instance, (Fattah, 2014) treats extractive summarization as a binary classification task, where they extract indicator features from sentences of gold summaries and learn to detect the sentences that should be included in a summary.
Context-Specific Summarization. If specific knowledge about the application scenario or the domain of the summarized text is available, generic summarization methods can be adapted to take into account the prior information. In querybased summarization (Otterbacher et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2016) , the user's query is taken into account when generating a summary. Summarization of a scientific paper can be improved by considering the citations of it, as in (Delort et al., 2003) . However, to the best of our knowledge no summarization methods have been proposed for the domain of song texts. In this paper we present a summarization method that uses prior knowledge about the text it summarizes to help generic summarizers generate better summaries.
Evaluation Criteria and Methods. Summaries should i) contain the most important information from input documents, ii) not contain redundant information, iii) be readable, hence they should be grammatical and coherent . While a multitude of methods to identify important sentences has been described above, several approaches aim to make summaries less redundant and more coherent. The simplest way to evaluate summaries is to let humans assess the quality, but this is extremely expensive. The factors that humans must consider when giving scores to each candidate summary are grammaticality, non redundancy, integration of most important pieces of information, structure and coherence (Saggion and Poibeau, 2013) . The more common way is to let humans generate possibly multiple summaries for a text and then automatically assess how close a machine-made summary is to the human gold summaries computing ROUGE scores (Lin, 2004) , which boils down to measuring ngram overlaps between gold summaries and automatic summary. More recently there have been attempts to rate summaries automatically without the need for gold summaries (Nenkova et al., 2011) . The key idea is that a summary should be similar to the original text in regard to characteristic criteria as the word distribution. (Mackie et al., 2014) find that topic words are a suitable metric to automatically evaluate micro blog summaries.
Audio Summarization
Lyrics are texts that accompany music. Therefore, it is worthwhile to see if methods in audio summarization can be transferred to lyrics summarization. In audio summarization the goal is to find the most representative parts in a song, in Pop songs those are usually the chorus and the bridge, in instrumental music the main theme. The task of creating short audio summaries is also known as audio thumbnailing (Bartsch and Wakefield, 2005; Chai and Vercoe, 2003; Levy et al., 2006) , as the goal is to produce a short representation of the music that fits onto a thumbnail, but still covers the most representative parts of it. In a recent approach of audio thumbnailing (Jiang and Müller, 2015) , the authors generate a Double Thumbnail from a musical piece by finding the two most representative parts in it. For this, they search for candidate musical segments in an a priori unsegmented song. Candidate musical segments are defined as sequences of music that more or less exactly repeat themselves. The representativeness of each candidate segment to the whole piece is then estimated by their fitness metric. They define the fitness of a segment as a trade-off between how exactly a part is repeated and how much of the whole piece is covered by all repetitions of that segment. Then, the audio segments along with their fitness allow them to create an audio double thumbnail consisting of the two fittest audio segments.
Lyrics Summarization
Song texts are arranged in segments and lines. For instance the song text depicted in Figure 1 consists of 8 segments and 38 lines. Given a song text S consisting of n lines of text, S = (x 1 , ..., x n ), we define the task of extractive lyrics summarization as the task of producing a concise summary sum of the song text, consisting of a subset of the original text lines: sum(S) ⊆ S, where usually |sum(S)| << |S|. We define the goal of a summary as to preserve key information and the overall meaning of a song text. To address this task, we apply the following methods from the literature: the popular graph-based summarizer TextRank; an adaptation of a topic-based method (TopSum). Moreover, we introduce a method inspired by audio thumbnailing (which we dub Lyrics Thumbnail) which aims at creating a summary from the most representative parts of the original song text. While for TextRank we rely on the off-the-shelf implementation of (Barrios et al., 2016) , in the following we describe the other two methods.
TopSum
We implement a simple topic-based summarization model that aims to construct a summary whose topic distribution is as similar as possible to that of the original text. Following (Kleedorfer et al., 2008) , we train a topic model by factorizing a tf-idf-weighted term-document matrix of a song text corpus (see Section 4.2) using non-negative matrix factorization into a term-topic and a topicdocument matrix. Given the learnt term-topic matrix, we compute a topic vector t for each new document (song text). In order to treat t as a (pseudo-) probability distribution over latent topics t i , we normalize t by applying λt.t/ t i ∈t t i to it. Given the distributions over latent topics for each song text, we then incrementally construct a summary by greedily adding one line from the original text at a time (same mechanism as in KLSum algorithm in (Haghighi and Vanderwende, 2009) ); that line x * of the original text that minimizes the distance between the topic distribution t S of the original text S and the topic distribution of the incremental summary sum(S):
W is the Wasserstein distance (Villani, 2008) and is used to measure the distance between two probability distributions (an alternative to Jensen-Shannon divergence (Louis and Nenkova, 2013) ). 
Lyrics Thumbnail
Inspired by (Jiang and Müller, 2015) , we transfer their fitness measure for audio segments to compute the fitness of lyrics segments. Analog to an audio thumbnail, we define a Lyrics Thumbnail as the most representative and repetitive part of the song text. Consequently, it usually consists of (a part of) the chorus. In our corpus the segments are annotated (as double line breaks in the lyrics), so unlike in audio thumbnailing, we do not have to induce segments, but rather measure their fitness. In the following, we describe the fitness measure for lyrics segments and how we use this to produce a summary of the lyrics.
Lyrics Fitness Given a segmented song text S = (S 1 , ..., S m ) consisting of text segments S i , where each S i consists of |S i | text lines, we cluster the S i into partitions of similar segments. For instance, the lyrics in Figure 1 consists of 8 segments and 38 lines and the cluster of chorus consists of {S 5 , S 6 , S 7 }. The fitness F it of the segment cluster C ⊆ S is defined through the precision pr of the cluster and the coverage co of the cluster. pr describes how similar the segments in C are to each other while co is the relative amount of lyrics lines covered by C:
where sim is a normalized similarity measure between text segments. F it is the harmonic mean between pr and co. The fitness of a segment S i is defined as the fitness of the cluster to which S i belongs:
For lyrics segments without repetition the fitness is defined as zero. Based on the fitness F it for segments, we define a fitness measure for a text line x. This allows us to compute the fitness of arbitrary summaries (with no or unknown segmentation). If the text line x occurs f i (x) times in text segment S i , then its line fitness f it is defined as:
Fitness-Based Summary Analog to (Jiang and Müller, 2015) 's audio thumbnails, we create fitness-based summaries for a song text. A Lyrics Double Thumbnail consists of two segments: one from the fittest segment cluster (usually the chorus), and one from the second fittest segment cluster (usually the bridge). 1 If the second fittest cluster has a fitness of 0, we generate a Lyrics Single Thumbnail solely from the fittest cluster (usually the chorus). If the thumbnail generated has a length of k lines and we want to produce a summary of p < k lines, we select the p lines in the middle of the thumbnail following (Chai and Vercoe, 2003) 's "Section-transition Strategy" that they find to capture the "hook" of the music more likely. 2
Experimental Setting
We now describe the WASABI dataset of song lyrics (Section 4.1), and the tested configurations of the summarization methods (Section 4.2).
Dataset
From the WASABI corpus (Meseguer-Brocal et al., 2017) we select a subset of 190k unique song texts with available genre information. As the corpus has spurious genres (416 different ones), we focus on the 10 most frequent ones in order to evaluate our methods dependent on the genre. We add 2 additional genres from the underrepresented Rap field (Southern Hip Hop and Gangsta Rap). The dataset contains 95k song lyrics.
To define the length of sum(S) (see Section 3), we rely on (Bartsch and Wakefield, 2005) that recommend to create audio thumbnails of the median length of the chorus on the whole corpus. We therefore estimate the median chorus length on our corpus by computing a Lyrics Single Thumbnail on each text, and we find the median chorus length to be 4 lines. Hence, we decide to generate summaries of such length for all lyrics and all summarization models to exclude the length bias in the methods comparison 3 . As the length of the lyrics thumbnail is lower-bounded by the length of the chorus in the song text, we keep only those lyrics with an estimated chorus length of at least 4. The final corpus of 12 genres consists of 50k lyrics with the following genre distribution: Rock: 8.4k, Country: 8.3k, Alternative Rock: 6.6k, Pop: 6.9k, R&B: 5.2k, Indie Rock: 4.4k, Hip Hop: 4.2k, Hard Rock: 2.4k, Punk Rock: 2k, Folk: 1.7k, Southern Hip Hop: 281, Gangsta Rap: 185.
Models and Configurations
We create summaries using the three summarization methods described in Section 3, i.e. a graphbased (TextRank), a topic-based (TopSum), and fitness-based (Lyrics Thumbnail) method, plus two additional combined models (described below). While the Lyrics Thumbnail is generated from the full segment structure of the lyrics including its duplicate lines, all other models are fed with unique text lines as input (i.e. rendundant lines are deleted). This is done to produce less redundant summaries, given that for instance, Tex-tRank scores each duplicate line the same, hence it may create summaries with all identical lines. TopSum can suffer from a similar shortcoming: if there is a duplicate line close to the ideal topic distribution, adding that line again will let the incremental summary under construction stay close to the ideal topic distribution. All models were instructed to produce summaries of 4 lines, as this is the estimated median chorus length in our corpus (see Section 4.1). The summary lines were arranged in the same order they appear in the original text. 4 We use the TextRank implementation 5 of (Barrios et al., 2016) without removing stop words (lyrics lines in input can be quite short, therefore we avoid losing all content of the line if removing stop words). The topic model for Top-Sum is built using non-negative matrix factorization with scikit-learn 6 (Pedregosa et al., 2011) for 30 topics on the full corpus of 190k lyrics. 7 For the topical distance, we only consider the distance between the 3 most relevant topics in the original text, following the intuition that one song text usually covers only a small amount of topics. The Lyrics Thumbnail is computed using String-based distance between text segments to facilitate clustering. This similarity has been shown in (Watanabe et al., 2016) to indicate segment borders successfully. In our implementation, segments are clustered using the DBSCAN (Ester et al., 1996) algorithm. 8 We also produce two summaries by combining TextRank + TopSum and TextRank + TopSum + Lyrics Thumbnail, to test if summaries can benefit from the complementary perspectives the three different summarization methods take.
Model Combination For any lyrics line, we can obtain a score from each of the applied methods. TextRank provides a score for each line, TopSum provides a distance between the topic distributions of an incremental summary and the original text, and f it provides the fitness of each line. We treat our summarization methods as blackboxes and use a simple method to combine the scores the different methods provide for each line. Given the 333 original text separated into lines S = (x 1 , ..., x n ), a summary is constructed by greedily adding one line x * at a time to the incremental summary sum(S) ⊆ S such that the sum of normalized ranks of all scores is minimal:
The normalized rank R A (x) of the score that method A assigns to line x is computed as follows: first, the highest scores 9 are assigned rank 0, the second highest scores get rank 1, and so forth. Then the ranks are linearly scaled to the [0,1] interval, so each sum of ranks A R A (x) is in [0, 3] .
Model Nomenclature For abbreviation, we call the TextRank model henceforth M r , the Top-Sum model M s , the fitness-based summarizer M f , model combinations M rs and M rsf , respectively.
Evaluation
We evaluate the quality of the produced lyrics summary both soliciting human judgments on the goodness and utility of a given summary (Section 5.1), and through an automatic evaluation of the summarization methods (Section 5.2) to provide a comprehensive evaluation.
Human Evaluation
We performed human evaluation of the different summarization methods introduced before by asking participants to rate the different summaries presented to them by specifying their agreement / disagreement according to the following standard criteria :
Informativeness: The summary contains the main points of the original song text.
Non-redundancy: The summary does not contain duplicate or redundant information.
Coherence: The summary is fluent to read and grammatically correct. Plus one additional criterion coming from our definition of the lyrics summarization task:
Meaning: The summary preserves the meaning of the original song text.
An experimental psychologist expert in Human Computer Interaction advised us in defining the 9 In the case of topical distance, a "higher score" means a lower value. questionnaire and setting up the experiment. 26 participants -12 nationalities, 18 men, 8 women, aged from 21 to 59 -were taking a questionnaire (Google Forms), consisting of rating 30 items with respect to the criteria defined before on a Likert scale from 1 (low) to 5 (high). Each participant was presented with 5 different summaries -each produced by one of the previously described summarization models -for 6 different song texts. Participants were given example ratings for the different criteria in order to familiarize them with the procedure. Then, for each song text, the original song text along with its 5 summaries were presented in random order and had to be rated according to the above criteria. For the criterion of Meaning, we asked participants to give a short explanation in free text for their score. The selected 6 song texts 10 have a minimum and a median chorus length of 4 lines and are from different genres, i.e. Pop/Rock (4), Folk (1) and Rap (1), similar to our corpus genre distribution. Song texts were selected from different lengths (18-63 lines), genders of singer (3 male, 3 female), topics (family, life, drugs, relationship, depression), and mood (depressive, angry, hopeful, optimistic, energetic). The artist name and song title were not shown to the participants.
Results Figure 2 shows the ratings obtained for each criterion. We examine the significant differences between the models performances by performing a paired two-tailed t-test. The significance levels are: 0.05 * , 0.01 * * , 0.001 * * * , and n.s. First, Informativeness and Meaning are rated higher * * for the combined model M rs compared to the single models M r and M s . Combining all three models improves the summaries further: both for Informativeness and Meaning the model M rsf is rated higher * * * than M rs . Further, summaries created by M rsf are rated higher * * * in Coherence than summaries from any other modelexcept from M f (n.s. difference). Summaries are rated on the same level (n.s. differences) for Non-redundancy in all but the M r and M f summaries, which are perceived as lower * * * in Nonredundancy than all others. Note, how the model M rsf is more stable than all others by exhibiting lower standard deviations in all criteria except Overall, leveraging the Lyrics Fitness in a song text summary improves summary quality. Especially with respect to the criteria that, we believe, indicate the summary quality the most -Informativeness and Meaning -the M rsf method is significantly better performing and more consistent. Figure 1 shows an example song text and example summaries from the experiment. Summary 1 is generated by M f and consists of the chorus. Summary 2 is made by the method M rsf and has relevant parts of the verses and the chorus, and was rated much higher in Informativeness and Meaning. We analyzed the free text written by the participants to comment on the Meaning criterion, but no relevant additional information was provided (the participants mainly summarized their ratings).
Automatic Evaluation
We computed four different indicators of summary quality on the dataset of 50k songs described in Section 4.1. Three of the criteria use the similarity between probability distributions P, Q, which means we compute the Wasserstein distance between P and Q (cf. Section 3.1) and apply λx. x −1 to it. 11 The criteria are:
Distributional Semantics: similarity between the word distributions of original and summary, cf. (Louis and Nenkova, 2013) . We give results relative to the similarity of the best performing model (=100%).
Topical: similarity between the topic distributions of original and summary. Restricted to the 3 most relevant topics of the original song text. We give results relative to the similarity of the best performing model (=100%).
Coherence: average similarity between word distributions in consecutive sentences of the summary, cf. (ShafieiBavani et al., 2018) . We give results relative to the coherence of the original song text (=100%).
Lyrics fitness: average line-based fitness f it (cf. Section 3) of the lines in the summary. We give results relative to the Lyrics fitness of the original song text (=100%).
Results When evaluating each of the 12 genres, we found two clusters of genres to behave very similarly. Therefore, we report the results for these two groups: the Rap genre cluster contains Hip Hop, Southern Hip Hop, and Gangsta Rap. The Rock / Pop cluster contains the 9 other genres. Results of the different automatic evaluation metrics are shown in Table 1 . Distributional Semantics metrics have previously been shown (Louis and Nenkova, 2013; ShafieiBavani et al., 2018) to highly correlate with user responsiveness judgments. We would expect correlations of this metric with Informativeness or Meaning criteria therefore, as those criteria are closest to responsiveness, but we have found no large differences between the different models for this criterion. The summaries of the M s model have the highest similarity to the original text and the M f have the lowest similarity of 90%. The difference between the highest and lowest values are low.
For the Topical similarity, the results are mostly Coherence is rated best in M r with 110%. All other models show a coherence close to that of the original text -between 97% and 101%. We believe that the increased coherence of M r is not linguistically founded, but merely algorithmic. M r produces summaries of the most central sentences in a text. The centrality is using the concept of sentence similarity. Therefore, M r implicitly optimizes for the automatic evaluation metric of coherence, based on similar consecutive sentences. Sentence similarity seems to be insufficient to predict human judgments of coherence in this case.
As might be expected, methods explicitly incorporating the Lyrics fitness produce summaries with a fitness much higher than the original text -214% for the M f and 191% for the M rsf model. The methods not incorporating fitness produce summaries with much lower fitness than the original -M r 62%, M s 47%, and M rs 55%. In the Rap genre this fitness is even zero, i.e. summaries (in median) contain no part of the chorus.
Overall, no single automatic evaluation criterion was able to explain the judgments of our human participants. However, considering Topical similarity and fitness together gives us a hint.
The model M f has high fitness (214%), but low Topical similarity (42%). The M s model has the highest Topical similarity (100%), but low fitness (47%). M rsf might be preferred by humans as it strikes a balance between Topical similarity (64%) and fitness (191%). Hence, M rsf succeeds in capturing lines from the most relevant parts of the lyrics, such as the chorus, while jointly representing the important topics of the song text.
Conclusion
In this paper we have defined and addressed the task of lyrics summarization. We have applied both generic unsupervised text summarization methods (TextRank and a topic-based method we called TopSum), and a method inspired by audio thumbnailing on 50k lyrics from the WASABI corpus. We have carried out an automatic evaluation on the produced summaries computing standard metrics in text summarization, and a human evaluation with 26 participants, showing that using a fitness measure transferred from the musicology literature, we can amend generic text summarization algorithms and produce better summaries.
In future work, we will model the importance of a line given the segment to avoid cutting off important parts of the chorus, as we sometimes observed. Moreover, we plan to address the challenging task of abstractive summarization over song lyrics, with the goal of creating a summary of song texts in prose-style -more similar to what humans would do, using their own words.
